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[00:38] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect podcast. I’m Jonathan Eggerichs joined here by my               

father Emerson Eggerichs. So glad you can be with us this week. Just a quick reminder, as I’ve                  

done the last couple of weeks, you can check out our podcast at the App Store and iTunes for                   

Apple devices, on your Android device and their equivalent app store on your Windows              

devices with their equivalent app store, and we’re appreciative of you doing that. 

[01:01] It’s an easy way to see all our content, whether the blog, whether the videos, whether the                 

podcast. We even send out notifications for the app regarding the podcast. Episode 65 is               

available, for instance and you can access everything else inside there. 

[01:16] So it is an easy, efficient way to see all our content, plus share our content from within inside                   

the app with other that you care about, and also post it to your own social media accounts as                   

well.  

[01:29] It is an efficient, fairly simple, clean app to do those things inside it. We’re pleased with it, and                   

about 9,000 to 10,000 people have downloaded it so far. We’d like you to check it out if you                   

haven't. 

[01:42] Last week’s episode was Episode 65 “Does your spouse dictate your worth as a person? Who                

determines who you are?” We’re so grateful for those of you that listened, that emailed us                

about it and we’re appreciative of those of you that are sharing it with others. 

[01:57] If you haven't had a chance to check that out, please do so through iTunes, through                

LoveAndRespectPodcast.com, through the app as I just mentioned, a variety of ways to access              

that. 

[02:07] But without further due, let’s jump into Episode 66 today. I think that’s the right? 

Emerson: No, it is, 66. Exactly. 

Jonathan: Unbelievable. They just keep piling up and this one is titled “Our marriage hit rock                

bottom.” And I know we’ve done a number of kind of back and forth podcasts in the past                  

where you read testimony from a husband or testimony from a wife. 

[02:29] And we did something similar to this in the past with a husband, “My wife is leaving me.” We                   

kind of read through that and this is something that we’re going to do in a similar fashion, but                   

this was also a post from the blog about a year ago and it was reposted here recently, and                   

you’ve seen just kind of a tremendous response to this and the comments. 

[02:48] I think that this is a topic that hits people who are in crisis in a meaningful way, but also I think                      

is a podcast for those—as I think you’re maybe going to indicate in your comments—for those                

whose marriages they consider well or doing well, that they would consider whether these              
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ones or other ones passing it along to others. So I’ll kind of let you start off and then we’ll                    

jump into the actual content of it. 

[03:11] Emerson: And I think that’s an observation that I want our listeners to consider. You may have                 

this great marriage. You’re improving it, you’re enriching it, you’re listening because you just              

get stimulated, you get inspired.  

[03:24] But you also have credibility with people that we don’t know. And do know that there are                 

certain Facebook topics and blogs we write that just go exploded. Like “My Wife is Leaving                

Me” I think that reached half a million. This one “We Hit Rock Bottom” just— 

Jonathan: We didn’t, we didn’t hit rock bottom. 

Emerson: Exactly, the message today on “Our Marriage Hit Rock Bottom” exploded. Which             

then says to me that there are percentage of people in crisis who are despairing and they’re                 

looking for answers, they’re looking for hope. 

[03:53] So would, our friends and fans, consider letting them know about “My wife is leaving me?”                

that one, or this one, “Our marriage hit rock bottom,” because we recognized people really               

want answers. And we’re going to, I think, give a lot of people hope today as a result of this                    

testimony. 

[04:09] Jonathan: And so this woman writes and she starts out by saying, “I want to start by saying                  

thank you. Your book has had a very significant role in saving and repairing my very damaged                 

marriage.” 

[04:20] I mean, I can even remember back in the mid 2000s when I was kind of transcribing some sort                   

for you, sorting through emails and even then, you know, a year into the book coming out                 

dozens and dozens and dozens of a similar message. And 10 years later you’re receiving the                

same thing. 

[04:37] So the book kind of continues to, when people pick it up for the first time and haven't heard                   

the message, I mean, it has a significant impact and we’re going to find out more about what                  

it actually, how it kind of impacted her. 

[04:48] Emerson: Yeah. And on that point, I mean, Dr. Ken Canfield my good friend who started the                 

National Center for Fathering; he’s just a great researcher. When he was helping me early on                

he said, “I don’t know of any ministry that receives the personal testimonies that you receive.” 

[05:01] The Love & Respect book revolves around many of those, and subsequently it came out on                

2014, so well over a decade later we’re still receiving tons of emails from people who are                 

saying, “This book ‘Love & Respect’ changed my life, it changed our marriage.” 

[05:15] We’re very humbled by that, but we’re not surprised by that because the message is so simple                 

and it’s based on Scripture and the best research. God didn’t intend for this to be complex.                 

And once people get this, it really does revolutionize the way people do relationships. 
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[05:31] And it’s male-friendly because men can feel overwhelmed by too much information. We keep              

it to two concepts and all he has to do is remember one.  

[05:39] Jonathan: She goes on to say, “Last year my husband and I were truly on our way to divorce.                   

We had hit rock bottom. There was no affection, no tenderness, no love, no mutual respect,                

no friendship. He went his way, I went mine. We lived in the same house, but never or rarely                   

ever spoke.” 

[05:57] “We had sex about once every two months and all because I asked. Usually he avoided that                 

situation whenever possible.” 

[06:04] Emerson: Yeah. She describes “rock bottom”. And rock bottom is an expression we use. It               

reminds me one of the stories in our family, of my dad, your grandfather, talked about the                 

time when he was in his 20s he dove off his platform into this lake and he hit the bottom and                     

it was shallow. 

[06:25] He had no idea that he was diving into a shallow thing. He came up, he could’ve snapped his                   

neck. He came up bloody, stunned, it almost knocked him out. I mean, he was completely                

shaken by this. I think that’s such a beautiful way of describing—sadly so—how some of us                

feel in marriage. 

[06:45] I mean, we marry loving each other, we care for each other, we’re enjoying each other and it’s                  

like one day we go off this platform thinking we’re going to have this wonderful time                

swimming and we hit the bottom and we’re stunned. We’re in disbelief. We feel like we’re                

dying. And could’ve been killed, so to speak. 

[07:03] So, the word “hit rock bottom” is how we titled this blog and this podcast as well because                  

some of you that would be exactly the adjectives you would use “rock bottom”. And so we’re                 

not going to dismiss your experience and we’re not going to dismiss her experience. I mean,                

there really is feeling that it’s over with, it’s done, it’s finished. 

[07:26] Jonathan: “We went to counseling and that did not seem to help. My husband told me he                 

loved me but wasn’t attracted to me and didn’t feel in love with me. I was hurt and only saw                    

what I felt he did wrong. I never saw my errors. I was consumed by his until I read your book.” 

[07:45] Emerson: Yeah. And this is normal. I mean, we are vulnerable people. We don’t—and I think                

we’ve talked about this before—biased research. We’re biased in our own favor. Mom and I               

talk about, you know, “The reason I am the way I am,” I said, “Sarah, is these circumstances.                  

These circumstances have caused me to be the way I am.” 

[08:04] And I haven't said this to Sarah, but we use this as an illustration, “But, honey, you are the                   

way you are because of your rotten disposition.” Of course that doesn’t go over too well. But                 

the biased research is pointed out that I favor myself. 
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[08:17] We’re not trying to favor ourselves. We truly feel this way. I know that I am, because of the                   

circumstances, because my spouse is mistreating me, whatever. But when they do what they              

do it’s because they’ve got some serious issues. 

[08:30] And I have to say that in by and large that’s how we process things. And I don’t try to fault                     

people for that, instead I just try to highlight. See, we all need to recognize this proclivity to                  

favor ourselves and disfavor the other person. 

[08:44] And in this case we could say, “She’s arrogant, but I’m not going to do that.” She said, “I was                    

hurt and only saw what I felt he did wrong and I never saw my errors and I was consumed by                     

his.”  

[08:54] When I coach a woman like that, I don’t shame her, I just empathize her because I’m the same                   

way. And I want you who are listening to understand it, but that doesn’t mean that you’re                 

right and your spouse is wrong. And in fact, and I don’t want this to scare you, but you need to                     

understand that there are some things you’re probably doing that have contributed to this              

difficulty. But it’s very difficult for us to see that because of the pain that we’re experiencing. 

[09:21] Jonathan: I guess, you know, I like all that you said, but one of the things that caught my mind                    

in that paragraph, and I guess I’m wondering how you sometimes respond to people who are                

in that place of hurting, right? When she says, “We went to counseling and that did not seem                  

to help. My husband told me he loved me but wasn’t attracted to me and didn’t feel in love                   

with me.” 

[09:40] How do you coach somebody through that? Because I hear that on both sides of the equation.                 

“They say they love me, but they’re not in love with me.” 

[09:48] Emerson: Yeah, I assume from the beginning, Jonathan, that there’s been an honest             

misunderstanding. I mean, we talk about the Crazy Cycle—without love she reacts without             

respect, without respect he reacts without love. 

[09:58] This thing, you know, can really get crazy. But the thing that I always point out to couples is                   

they come to the point where their feelings die. There is this lack of emotion and they’re                 

sincere, but encourage them not to take what they’re hearing at face of value. 

[10:15] I believe they’ve got derailed, they’ve gotten off track because of an honest             

misunderstanding. And this woman is going to share the fact that there was information that               

she didn’t understand. And that explained much of what had contributed to their problem. 

[10:29] So if you’re at a point where you say, “Well, look, my spouse has said they’re not in love with                    

me,” don’t take that face value. The deeper thing is probably here is that there is a                 

misunderstanding and we’ve got to go back and clarify how you got derailed. 

[10:42] Jonathan: And for those of you that are listening right now, in postproduction I’m going to try                 

to do some things. I don’t know what the sound quality was for the last couple of minutes or is                    

even now, but we’re hearing kind of a buzz and a hum. I will try to eliminate it as much as I                      

can, but if you are hearing that we certainly apologize. If you’re not hearing it as you listen to                   
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this podcast after it’s been edited, etc., well great. Maybe it was worse than I thought it was                  

and was able to eliminate some of that. 

[11:09] But we’re amateur techies here and sometimes things happen and on our end we’re hearing               

some buzz and some static and it kind of comes and goes. 

Emerson: And when it happens we go nuts! 

[11:20] Jonathan: Yeah. Sometimes I literally do that. Honest truth. My dad is a little bit calmer than I                  

am. So self disclosure there. 

[11:26] She goes on, this section is titled, “I was forced to look deeper.” “Your book forced me to look                   

much deeper at our relationship. Our counselor tried to get me to see my faults but I shut him                   

out.” 

[11:38] “Interestingly enough your book ended up on my doorstep literally. I had joined a Christian               

book club and did not order your book. There was a mistake. I was too lazy to send it back,                    

stuck it on our shelf. Honestly, it kept calling to me.” 

[11:48] “I finally picked it up and read it in my ‘new bedroom in the back office.’ Wow! What an                   

amazing look into my own wrongdoings, the ones I never wanted to see.” 

[11:57] Emerson: Well, there are a couple of thoughts here. One, I think we’re afraid to look at                 

ourselves and we feel badly about it, particularly when we believe with all our heart that our                 

spouse is the one that’s contributing to the problem. And we have evidence, we have facts! 

[12:09] And so it’s very difficult for us to step back. So the answer here is, yes, they have wronged                   

you. Let’s just assume they’ve wronged you, but let’s include into this the idea that maybe                

we’ve done some things innocently so, unintentionally so, but we’ve contributed to this. 

[12:23] And we have to understand that our negativity in response to what they did wrong is going to                  

feed what I call the Crazy Cycle. But there’s another point here. And I hear this again and again                   

and again how it seems as though God is orchestrating for people to get this. 

[12:38] I always say, “My book is not that important for God actually to take the time to get that book                    

to someone.” So I always kind of downplayed that. At the same time, our Lord is personally                 

involved in all of our lives and He cares for us. 

[12:49] And I hear this again and again how people say they just sensed that God was trying to get this                    

message of Ephesians 5:33 through to them. He kept pounding at their door and they finally                

kind of got the message. 

[13:02] And some of you may be sensing that, that the Lord is speaking to you, but you keep resisting                   

it. Understand that God is not out to shame you, He’s out to help you and He loves you. So                    

don’t resist it. He’s not some cosmic killjoy out to ruin your party. He loves you, but you’ve got                   

to be kind of tender here. And she finally got it. The Lord in His kindness finally got through to                    

her. 
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[13:25] Jonathan: She goes on to say, “I decided to try one of your exercises. I told my husband why I                    

respected him. I remember having to think about it all night and actually physically gritted my                

teeth as I told him.” 

[13:37] “It was the hardest thing I had to do and yet I was profoundly moved with love when I took                    

that mental inventory of his life.” 

[13:44] Emerson: Now, the question is—and I hear this, we’ve talked about this before, women say, “I                

fell in love with my husband all over again.” I don’t often hear that from men because men are                   

emotive in a different way, but this is a great point to many women. 

[13:56] There’s a negativity that comes over you. You have these facts, but can continue to rehearse                

the negative, and that negativity does something to you in a very, very sad way. And I’ve had                  

women go to this exercise of thinking of the things about your husband that you respect and                 

begin to write those down, get them on paper, look at them, and I hear this again. She said, “I                    

was moved with love.” 

[14:20] And so I think it’s an important thing, particularly for females. I can only tell you my                 

experience. I hear this again and again from many women. And I want to encourage that                

woman to think about the positive aspects. This is very important for you, because you also                

take yourself under by fixating on the negative. 

[14:36] Many men perhaps don’t do that because they see their wives as virtuous. You ask a man is                  

his wife a wonderful person, he’ll say, “Yeah, she’s a great woman.” So men don’t necessarily                

get depressed over the fact that she has major problems. He gets depressed over the fact that                 

she sees that he has major problems. 

[14:53] “Having to ‘come up’ with a reason why I respected him was a truly moving, painful                

experience. It reminded me why I fell in love with him, something I haven't thought of in                 

years. I didn’t think I would get a response at all. I thought he would ignore me, which was the                    

normal course of action.” 

[15:11] “Instead it was as if a fortress around us fell instantly. He looked at me with such tenderness I                   

hadn’t seen or felt in about three years.” 

[15:20] Emerson: Okay. This is an illustration why I think many times there’s an honest              

misunderstanding. It does not mean that bad things haven't happened. We’re not dismissing             

the subsequent things. A person can have an affair, they can put their fist through the wall. 

[15:32] I’m not dismissing the photographs that we can take of the wrongdoing. But here’s an               

illustration, very powerful. She was absolutely convinced if she did that she would get no               

response at all. Why? Because she’s drawn the conclusion about who he was. 

[15:48] “I know who he is. I can see it. I’ve felt it. I’ve smelt it. I’ve seen it. I’ve experienced it.” And so                       

she was absolutely convinced that he would ignore her because that was the normal thing.               
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But now, she describes a fortress fell around this, instantly a spirit of tenderness came over                

him and it was like, “I hadn’t seen this thing for 36 months.” 

[16:11] And that’s the point I want to make to people. I have seen this again and again. I will take the                     

position that in many of these instances there’s some honest misunderstanding. And what is              

it? Gentlemen, you’re failing to understand you’re coming across in a way that feels unloving               

to her, and that threatens her the core of her being. 

[16:26] And ladies, you’re coming across to him in a way that feels disrespectful to him and threatens                 

him at the core of his being. And then people will cope with that in ways that irritate us. She                    

will get more critical and complaining. He’ll withdraw and stonewall far more, and it just gets                

crazy. 

[16:40] But here you see the point I’m trying to make: there was a misunderstanding. She was                

misreading the spirit of her husband—and understandably so! But once she did what we’ve              

been instructing women to do, presto! 

[16:53] Jonathan: Well, and I guess on that presto and her comment that it happened instantly, how                

do you engender hope that that it what occurs, but also soften as you indicated, I mean, there                  

can be some hardness and there can be some walls, even though she said “the fortress kind of                  

came down instantly.” 

[17:10] And I certainly have seen that as well, but this is that idea too of, “Okay, just because I write                    

down a list of things that are positive about him and I’m going to have to grip my teeth when I                     

share it with him in the morning, does that mean instantaneous change occurs?” What’s your               

response to that? 

[17:27] Emerson: Yeah. If there’s some degree of good will in the man, I mean, if you say that he’s an                    

evil-willed man and he’s having an affair and he said, “I’m leaving you tomorrow and I’m                

leaving the kids and I’m moving to Mexico,” that’s one scenario. 

[17:37] But if it’s just this ongoing chronic toxic kind of thing, and so in this case it happened                  

instantaneously, are we saying that it’s going to happen instantaneously in your situation? No.              

One reason it might not happen is that it’s too good to be true. You put on this respect, or if                     

you give off the gritting of the teeth so to speak—men are not stupid, he’s thinking, “Is this                  

some kind of setup?” 

[17:58] But here’s the deal: It’s so powerful that he’s going to be a little cynical and may even mock it,                    

but don’t take that at face value. Instead, as I always say, give it some time here, give it some                    

time. He’ll do something. There will be some gesture of love—he may not say, “Let’s talk for                 

the next 2 hours,” but he may fix the faucet. 

[18:16] There is something that you will see him do in response to this, but if there’s any sense of                   

resistance and rigidity is because he fears that this isn’t authentic, that you’re doing this to                

manipulate him, not really to meet his need. 
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[18:29] And you need to reassure him that this is genuine. If he says to you, “I don’t believe this,”                   

don’t then go off to some negative reaction by saying, “Doesn’t work with you.” Then he’s                

going to say, “What was working? Are you testing me again? Am I some guinea pig?” No, be                  

very genuine. 

[18:43] Say, “I have been disrespectful toward you. I dishonored you and I’ve got to change the way                 

I’ve approached you.” It’s wrong. And you stay on that message and you watch what happens. 

[18:53] Jonathan: And then on the flipside, for a husband who’s picked up the book and see that he’s                  

wounded his wife and shut her down, or whatever the case may be, and he begins to                 

approach her as this wife did with her husband and things that she respected about him, but                 

he begins or tends to be close, hope and understanding and do these things that are                

interpreted as loving behaviors for her, what should his expectations be or what might he               

see? 

[19:12] Emerson: Again, she could break down and begin to sob and overwhelmed by the gestures of                

love. It could happen instantaneously. But if it doesn’t, and she pushes back, she stiff-arms               

you, again, it’s very difficult for a woman to resist genuine love. So why would she in some                  

ways stiff-arm you? It’s because she’s fearful. It’s fear overrides her spirit. 

[19:32] But I will tell you very clearly, two hours from now and she’s with her three girlfriends, she is                   

describing in detail everything you did and they’re all set trying to figure out what’s going on!                 

“Why is this happening? Is it genuine?” 

[19:46] And so you need to understand the power of love and respect, the power of love toward the                  

spirit of a wife, the power of respect. And if they, in any way, resist you is because they’re                   

afraid that you are not sincere. 

[19:58] And so again, take responsibility for that. Don’t be afraid of that and don’t quit so quick. This                  

is the problem with some of you. You just say, “Oh, it doesn’t work with you.” I have seen this                    

with some people and I think, “Where is your brain?” That’s why you’re having difficulty. You                

have no persistency, and yet you’re telling your kids not to quit. You’re telling other people                

not to quit, but you meet with one ounce of rejection and you throw your hands up. 

[20:21] And I just have to say I expect more from you. You’re more mature than that. And read the                   

situation differently. You’re not decoding correctly. They’re not rejecting you, they’re afraid of             

you. 

[20:32] Jonathan: She goes on to say, “He then proceeded to tell me in so many words that he would                   

die for me. Die for me! We held each other so tight that night as if holding on to a life                     

preserver. We haven't let go yet a year later.” 

[20:46] Emerson: And this is why I wait on some of these. “A year later.” We let time pass, because,                   

you know, we all know that people can have these breakthroughs and then they’re throwing               

things at each other five hours later. 
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[20:56] So I look for those people who have tested this out long enough. But here again you see the                   

spirit of the husband. He would die for her. And yet that would have not been her                 

interpretation of him, so I say there’s an honest misunderstanding here and that’s why I make                

that point. 

[21:10] In many of the relationships out there, there’s an honest misunderstanding. We’ve gotten on              

that Crazy Cycle, we’re offending each other, but it’s rooted in our defensive reactions. We’re               

not trying to be unloving or disrespectful. We’re feeling unloved and disrespected. 

[21:25] This man did not try to be unloving. He’d literally die for her, but he was feeling disrespected                  

which now explains all of this behavior and why when she countered the message of               

disrespect with respect he softened, moved toward her and embraced her. 

[21:39] Jonathan: “We have grown in our marriage, matured. We can see now how God can work in                 

your marriage if you let Him. And if you remember the promise you made to each other                 

before God himself. I see us growing old and grey together. For the first time since being                 

married I see forever.” 

[21:56] She wrote this letter to us one year after God transformed her marriage. Marriages that have                

hit rock bottom can bounce back to new heights. It may be painful, you may have to grit your                   

teeth, but with God all things are possible. 

[22:08] I want to say to those of you who are making the statement, “I think it’s over with. We’ve hit                    

rock bottom. You can't go any farther down. There’s no break in the earth where we’re going                 

to fall even more. It’s over with.” 

[22:23] Well, my dad hit rock bottom, but he stood up and he was stunned that day in that lake, but it                     

didn’t kill him. And in fact, he just avoided that spot again! And some of you are just simply                   

hitting these walls. But the wall is only like 4-feet wide, just walk around it next time! 

[22:44] Avoid it. Rock bottom can prove to be very solid. It just depends on whether you’re diving into                  

it or you’re standing on it. And I’m pushing the metaphor perhaps beyond what’s reasonable               

here, but this testimony from this woman I want you to take it in a number of levels. 

[23:01] One, recognize you’re biased in your own favor and you’re biased against your spouse. As a                

female I want you to write out those 10 things about your husband that you do respect, and                  

watch what happens to you in your own spirit. 

[23:15] I want you to again believe me, if you communicate that to him, let’s see what happens. Some                  

of you may instantaneously experience some things. It may take several weeks, several             

months for some of you based on what’s happened in the past, but let’s just trust that when                  

you apply Ephesians 5:33, “Wives, respect your husbands, or husbands, love your wives,” you              

stay with this. 

[23:35] Don’t come uncorked if they reject you. Don’t take things at face value. Hang in there. You be                  

the mature person. Don’t let their negativity cause you to be negative. And certainly don’t               

conclude, “I got to be negative to motivate them to be positive. I’m not going to be positive                  
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until they’re positive, so I’m going to stay negative in the face of their negativity to motivate                 

them to be positive.” 

[23:55] I mean, come on! You’ve got to be the mature one here. You have power. You can do this.                   

This woman felt hopeless, helpless. She felt she was powerless, and yet she applied this and                

this husband melted. 

[24:08] And gentlemen, same thing. I’m telling you if you put on love in your demeanor, even though                 

your wife is stabbing you with words, you just hang in there. She’s going to be with her                  

girlfriends and they’re going to try to make sense out of this. You’re blowing them out of the                  

water. They’re stunned. 

[24:23] And I will tell you, I’ve seen this over the years, very few women resist love. She begins to                   

think, “We’ve got three kids together, we’ve got 20 years in this marriage…” Women are very                

willing to work on the relationship given they sense an authenticity in the spirit of the male                 

and that there’s a degree of consistency here. 

[24:39] You be authentic with your love, you be consistent with your love, and I’m going to tell you,                  

you’re going to be married to one bad dudess for her to resist you. 

[24:48] Jonathan: I think that’s well said and hopefully that was meaningful and impactful to those of                

you that are hurting out there and experiencing this very thing, and also those of you that kind                  

of listen to these episodes to learn something, to help somebody else.  

[25:03] Again, as my encouraged you in the beginning, please do so. This is powerful stuff and I think                  

that it helps people. I know that I use all of it in my own practice with my clients repeatedly                    

over and over again. Sometimes there’s these light bulb moments, as we’ve kind of described               

it today, and often it’s painful and it’s long, as we’ve described as well. 

[25:24] But people who stick with it it ends up working in the long run, as this woman indicated a year                    

later. The evidence was in the consistency that it remained even after those initial moments. 

[25:33] Emerson: And again, I know that some of you are saying, “But we’re an exception.” “We’re an                 

expectation.” You need to tell me what facts you’re talking about. I mean, you can have an                 

affair. My dad had an affair. My mom won my dad back. So, I mean, what’s the expectation                  

here? 

[25:50] I mean, I would be very guarded. Have they filed for divorce? They left and they’re living in                  

Mexico now? I mean, you got to really give me some drastic illustrations, and I want to call                  

that objection into question when you say, “But we’re an exception to this. It won't work for                 

us.” 

[26:09] I just have a feeling that that’s excuse making. I don’t think you want to go there. You have a                    

fear. And I’m going to say if God is for you, God has called you to do this. Then let’s close in                      

prayer. Let’s just give that fear over to God. This will work in most cases if there’s any degree                   

of good will in that spouse. 
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[26:28] You know, it’s like people say, “My spouse doesn’t have any good will.” And I said, “Have they                  

come to the marriage conference?” “Yeah, they’re sitting over there.” I said, “A spouse with               

evil will doesn’t show up. You’re taking too much face value. You’re drawing too strong in                

conclusions based on their ability to provoke you. We know the things that trigger each other,                

so you can't take that at face value.” 

[26:51] “They’re defensive and insecure. They’re pushing back, and you know that, but they are              

offending you and now you’re going to latch on to that as proof positive that there’s no hope,                  

that ‘we’re an exception.’” 

[27:02] That is not the case. My question to you is: do you believe that you have the power to affect                    

the spirit of this other person by meeting the need that they have that you may not have? And                   

if you consistently do that, that it will probably have a positive impact. 

[27:17] And I’m going to say to you: all my experience over these years as to me, yes, but I have that                     

person who says, “But we’re an exception,” and I say, “You tell me why. And you need to be                   

honest about that, because a lot of times that’s a smokescreen because you’re afraid.” You’ve               

come to a point where you’re kind of maybe accept the fact that you like this relationship the                  

way it is, but you’re complaining to others as though you’re a victim. 

[27:40] And I’m going to say to you: this is about your relationship with Christ right now and trusting                  

and obeying Him. So let me pray for you. I want you to move forward on this, even if your                    

spouse doesn’t respond, show the Lord that you’re sincere and you’re going to obey              

Ephesians 5:33, “Husbands, love your wives. Wives, respect your husbands.” 

[27:58] Lord, we just lift this person up to You who is fearful, frightened of moving forward—maybe                

frightened because it will work. And they have to be honest with You and themselves, do they                 

really want this to work, because Lord, it will work. It just works in so many cases. 

[28:17] And for that person though on the other side who has felt nothing would work, they’re so                 

excited right this moment. There is a sense of anticipation that this is going to revolutionize                

their relationship. They have been praying for years and just felt so powerless, and now today                

they’ve heard from this testimony and our comments that this can change the course, that               

they don’t have to live the way they’ve been living. And that this fortress that has been put up                   

between them can come crumbling down.  

[28:45] And so I just pray now that you would give them wisdom as they move forward and act on                   

that what your spirit is prompting them to follow. In the name of Jesus Christ we pray. Amen. 

[28:57] Jonathan: Amen. Thanks for listening. Thanks for making changes in your own life and thanks               

for sharing and impacting others. We appreciate it. We’ll see you next week. Take care. 
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